Aligning short DNA sequence reads to the genome is an early step in the processing of many types of genomics data, and impacts on the fidelity of downstream results. In this work, the accuracy, speed and tolerance to errors are evaluated in read of varied length for six commonly used mapping tools; BWA aln, BWA mem, Bowtie2, Soap2, Subread and STAR. The accuracy evaluation using Illuminalike simulated reads showed that accuracy varies by read length, but overall BWA aln was most accurate, followed by BWA mem and Bowtie2. BWA mem was most accurate with Ion Torrentlike read sets. STAR was at least 5 fold faster than Bowtie2 or BWA mem. BWA mem tolerated the highest density of mismatches and indels compared to other mappers. These data provide important accuracy and speed benchmarks for commonly used mapping software.
Introduction
The development and adoption of high throughput sequencing (HTS) in the past 15 years had brought about a new era in genomics. Illumina sequencing in particular has been a major contributor to public DNA sequence databanks and continues to be the platform of choice for large scale genomics projects [1,2](Abecasis et al, 2012; Peplow 2016 . Aligning short reads to the genome is an early data processing step and impacts the quality of downstream findings.
There are a range of sequencing applications suited to short or longer reads. For example, relatively short reads of 50 to 100 nt are commonly used to map epigenetic modifications with ChIPseq. However, exome and whole genome and metagenome sequencing commonly utilises pairedend format with read lengths of 100 nt or longer. Reported maximum read lengths are 250 nt for HiSeq2500 Rapid and 300 nt for MiSeq. As paired end mode is available in all these, length of merged pair sequences of up to 600 nt can be obtained [3, 4] (Illumina 2015) .
Other HTS platforms are also available including semiconductor sequencing on Ion Torrent Genomic alignment has its challenges, particularly the presence of sequence polymorphisms, genomic repeats, and the large size of some genomes such as human. Accuracy in terms of precision (specificity) and recall (sensitivity) are important in genomics applications to limit false negative and false positive findings. Aligners must therefore be aware of genomic repeats, robust to sequence polymorphisms and efficient enough so that the huge volumes of DNA sequence data can be processed in a reasonable computational time. and human (~3.1 Gbp). The speed and robustness to sequence errors including mismatches, insertion and deletions is also evaluated. These findings will be relevant for many investigators looking to optimise short read mapping procedures.
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Methods
Alignment accuracy of Illumina and Ion Torrentlike reads
Illumina like reads were generated using the simulator ART v2. 3 A read is classified as correctly mapped if the start and end of the read are placed within 100 bp of the ground truth. A read is classified unmapped if there is no reported alignment or the map quality value is below the specified threshold. A read is classified as incorrectly mapped if the reported alignment is above the specified threshold with start and end coordinates >100 bp from that anticipated from ground truth. With Illumina like sequences, ground truth positions were obtained from the SAM file generated by ART. Reads generated by dwgsim or the custom script (described below), contained ground truth positions in the sequence header information. The accuracy of mappers with each test was quantified using the Fmeasure that considers both precision and accuracy. Throughout this paper, we use a beta value of 0.25 that weights precision higher than recall, as described previously [25](Ziemann et al, 2016) .
Aligner speed evaluation
The speed of aligners was assessed by determining the time taken to process read sets of 1 million (M) and 5 M reads. Using this approach it is possible to calculate the time taken to (i) load 
Results
Accuracy of mappers with Illumina like reads of various length
In order to ascertain which aligners are most accurate for read lengths currently generated by Illumina systems, read sets with lengths 50, 100, 200 and 480 bp were generated from Arabidopsis and human templates, mapped to the respective genomes and the number of correct and incorrectly mapped reads was quantified. Overall accuracy was evaluated using the Fmeasure. As the Fmeasure is dependent on the applied mapping quality (mapQ) threshold, we calculated
Fmeasure at a range of mapQ values for 50 bp reads ( Figures 1a,b ) and demonstrate that a mapQ threshold of 10 was appropriate for these six mappers. This mapQ threshold is used throughout the paper. 
Accuracy of mappers with Ion Torrent like reads of various length
In order to investigate which mappers were best for processing Ion Torrent sequence reads, we performed read simulation using the DWGSIM tool 
Aligner speed
In light of the increasing volume of data being produced from high throughput sequencers, alignment speed may be a factor in the selection of a mapper. The throughput at which reads were processed on a standard server allowing up to 30 threads was determined using Illuminalike read sets as above in Arabidopsis and human ( Figure 3 
Robustness with regards to mismatches
Mismatches are common in all sequencing data and may be the result of sequencing errors or genetic variation. Accurate mapping of mismatch containing reads enables better resolution of genetic differences and reduces the number of unmapped and unused reads. To quantify the robustness with regards to single nucleotide mismatches (SNM), perfectly matching read sets were first generated, followed by incorporation of up to 16% SNMs in reads with length 50 to 500 nt.
After mapping, the Fmeasure was determined and plotted as a function of SNM frequency ( Figure   4 ). BWA mem was the most robust to SNM in reads ≥100 nt, recording F measures >0.9 even with 16% SNMs. Bowtie2 and STAR were the next best, followed by BWA aln then Subread and lastly Soap2. The tolerance of BWA aln and Soap2 to SNM diminished with read length >100 nt, whereas BWA mem was more tolerant to SNM in longer reads. With 50 nt reads, STAR was the most accurate with SNM rich reads. These results demonstrate that BWA mem accuracy is superior to other mappers with mismatch rich reads of 100 nt or longer. Figure 4 . Performance of aligners with reads containing single nucleotide mismatches. The F0.25 measure is used as a quantitative measure of precision and recall.
Robustness with regards to indels
